1: Concrete/CMU Substrate
2: Liquid Applied Air and Water Barrier
3: ArmorWall PB (R10, R15, and R21 Standard)
4: #14-13 Self Tapping Screw
5: Modified Mortar with Embedded Fiberglass Mesh Tape at Seams
6: Stucco PVC Corner Bead
7: Traditional Stucco Brown Coat
8: Traditional Stucco Finish Coat
9: Weaved Outside Corner Joint
10: Mitered Outside Corner Joint (alternate)
11: ArmorWall PB Integrated Drainage Plane (reverse side of panel)

DETAIL:
TRADITIONAL STUCCO TO ARMORWALL PB ON CONCRETE SUBSTRATE OUTSIDE CORNER

NOTES:
- THE SURFACE OF ARMORWALL PB MAY ACT AS THE SCRATCH COAT OF THE THREE LAYER STUCCO SYSTEM.
- PRE-DRILL CONCRETE SUBSTRATE PRIOR TO FASTENING ARMORWALL.
- FOLLOW STUCCO SYSTEM MANUFACTURER INSTALLATION GUIDELINES.